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Ampthill, Beds – Head Coach Paul Turner is pleased to confirm the signing of two forwards from Wasps for
the 2021-22 Championship season – Zac Nearchou and Theo Vukasinovic.
Prop Zac, 20 (1.78m, 125kg) and Lock Theo, 25 (1.95m, 112kg) join as Ampthill prepare for their third
season in English rugby’s second tier.
Zac has been capped by England at U18 and U19 and spent the 2020-21
season on loan in Italy with Benetton playing in Pro 14.
The young tighthead joined Wasps’ Academy aged 14 from Henley Hawks
RFC and played for Rotherham Titans in National One.
Theo has previous Championship experience with London Scottish and
represented Loughborough University in National One whilst studying for
his degree. He joined Wasps on completion of his studies and ahead of
the 2019-20 season. He is described as a "modern-day second row" and a
"great all-round athlete"
Wasps Rugby Men’s Head Coach
Lee Blackett said: “Firstly, I would like to thank Ampthill for their
continued support in the development of our players.
“Theo was very unfortunate to pick up an Achilles injury back in
March, when he was starting to get a run of games in the team.
His recovery is coming along nicely, and we are looking forward to
seeing him back out there in match action.”
Wasps Head of Academy and Recruitment Kevin Harman said:
“Zac has done really well since he came in full-time. We believe
that going on loan to the Championship is the next step in
continuing his progression, as the Championship is a fantastic
breeding ground for developing players.”
Ampthill Forwards and Defence Coach, Mouritz Botha adds “Theo
and Zac are two very talented young forwards, and we are excited that they will be part of our squad for
the coming season. It will be great to play a part in their development and benefit from their undeniable
talent.
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